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Tentative thesis title: .................................

Thesis Director: .................................
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1 Objectives of research

2 Research progress during the past year

*Describe which objectives are completed and elaborate if any difficulties have been encountered since the last annual report or candidacy report.*

3 Current state of work

*Describe where you are standing in the overall research plan of the thesis; detail the research objectives for the next year and any change in objectives from the original plan.*

4 Timeline of the planned work for the next year

*Give a tentative timeline for the objectives identified in the previous section. If you are in your final year please detail the work left to complete the thesis and the expected graduation date.*

5 Scientific output since the beginning of the PhD

*Scientific papers published, submitted, in preparation, planned; scientific presentations in conferences, posters, seminars, internal talks; software; other scientific outputs*

6 Educational activities

*Courses, summer schools attended, other training activities*

7 Teaching assistantship

*Co-supervision of semester and master project, others*